Q & A
NUMC Formal Sealed Bid Proposal # MC42-11303-5392

INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, RECHARGING, HYDROTESTING, TAGGING AND NEW REPLACEMENT OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

See RFI responses below in red:

1. Item #3 Service Charge Tagging- Is this price in addition to any work needed or added to annual maintenance inspection? Add to the annual maintenance inspection
2. Item #24- Refill Halon or Halotron fire extinguishers? Halon
3. Item #47- Please define DCP? It's DCB main building on campus
4. Item # 56- Recharge 20lb Gas Tanks- Are these CO2 cylinders? 20lb are dry chemical suppression system
5. Item #63-Does this contract include inspection of fire hose? No fire hose
6. Item # 67- What are the 2-inch split "O" rings for? 2” O Ring goes between the handle and extinguisher to prevent leaks
7. Item #75- Any Extinguisher that fails inspection shall be replaced by new extinguishers. - Does this also include any fire extinguisher that could be repaired? Any extinguisher that fails gets replaced from our spare’s
8. Does this contract also include monthly inspections to be performed at all your locations by the company who is awarded the contract? Yes, this contract includes all locations monthly
9. Item #47 -THIS ITEM STATES 3” DOUBLE SEAL GASKET FOR 20LB DCP. DEFINE DCP? DCP stands for Dry Chemical Power
10. Item #56- WHAT BRAND FIRE SYSTEM? Brand Name is Buckeye
11. Item # 67- 2” "O" RINGS SEEM TOO LARGE FOR PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS ARE THESE FOR THE SUPRESSION SYSTEM? 2” O’Ring is for 20lb dry power system